SAFe®
SAFe® is a new way of working that combines attributes of Lean thinking with Agile
methodologies to help the world’s largest organisations deliver software and systems to
market faster, with higher quality and better engaged employees.

As a Bronze accredited partner, QA offers a range of courses designed to help delegates on all
stages of their development journey. These are available as classroom courses or through a new
range of self-paced eLearning courses to suit individual needs.

What Is SAFe®?
The Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe®) helps businesses address the significant challenges of developing and delivering
enterprise-class software and systems in the shortest sustainable lead time. It is a freely revealed, online knowledge base
of proven success patterns, for people building the world’s most important software and systems.

Leading SAFe®

SAFe® 4.5 for Teams

Course code: QASAFEL

Course code: QASAFET

This two-day course teaches the Lean-Agile
principles and practices of the Scaled Agile
Framework® (SAFe®). You’ll learn how to execute and
release value through Agile Release Trains, how to
build an Agile Portfolio, and how to lead a Lean-Agile
transformation at enterprise scale.

Build the skills needed to become a high-performing
team member of an Agile Release Train (ART) and
learn how to collaborate effectively with other
teams—by becoming a SAFe® 4 Practitioner (SP).

Attending the class prepares you to take the exam
and become a certified SAFe® Agilist(SA).

During this two day course, attendees will gain an
in-depth understanding of the ART, how it delivers
value, and what they can do to effectively perform
their role using Scrum, Kanban, and XP.

Duration: 2 Days

Duration: 2 Days
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Why choose QA for your SAFe® training?
•

The UK’s Market Leaders in Agile training

•

Industry-leading customer satisfaction rates - 99% of our delegates are satisfied with their course

•

First class learning specialists -all with a minimum of 5 years training experience

•

The UK’s biggest network of training centres, offering you more dates and greater choice

•

A broad range of delivery options: Virtual learning, E-learning, Attend from Anywhere and Video learning.

The Full SAFe configuration diagram below shows the most comprehensive version of the Framework. It
supports enterprises that build and maintain large integrated solutions, which require hundreds of people or
more, and includes all levels of SAFe: team, program, large solution, and portfolio. In the largest enterprises,
multiple instances of various SAFe configurations may be required.
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Trusted, awarded and accredited
Fully accredited to ensure we provide the highest possible standards in learning
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